LANCASTER COUNTY PARKS & RECREATION
POOL PARTY RENTAL POLICY

Rental or Meeting Request - The use of the Pool for party/rental of Lancaster County Parks and Recreation (LCPR) will be on a first come, first served basis. All LCPR sponsored activities will take priority in the scheduling of such events.

Reservations - All reservations must be made with LCPR staff. No party/rental is confirmed until pool use policies are signed and the appropriate fees are paid. No parties may be held later than 8:30pm or earlier than 9:00am. Parties must be held before or after scheduled pool activities/programs.

Rental Fees per Hour – Fees are based on total number of people attending the pool. (**Total Amount must be paid in full before the pool can be reserved.**)  
{$60 for 0-25 people}  {$80 for 26-50 people}  {$125 for 51-75 people}  {$150 for 76-100 people}

Rental Cancellation - A rental must be cancelled no later than 14 calendar days prior to the scheduled date of use.

Rental Refunds - The Director or Assistant Director may authorize refunds, when the lessee gives notice of cancellation no later than 14 calendar days prior to the scheduled date of use. The Director shall review the cancellation and determine the percentage of refund. Should the Director or Assistant Director determine that a loss would be suffered by LCPR they may deny a refund. In the event LCPR cancels a rental, reservation fees shall be refunded in full.

Inclement Weather – In the event of forecasted inclement weather prior to the event, the lessee will have the option of moving their rental date to another available date. If the rental/party encounters inclement weather during the rental time, no refund will be issued.

Special Notices – Food and drinks, along with tables, chairs/towels will be restricted to designated areas on pool deck (at least 6 feet from pool edge). Consumption of alcoholic beverages or use of tobacco products on LCPR property is strictly prohibited. LCPR will not provide nor be held responsible for storage of equipment/party supplies involved in or for items left or stolen during the time of rental. Grills may be brought to be used to cook for a rental/party, but grills must stay off pool deck and only allowed in designated areas. Renter will be responsible for any clean up following use of a grill.

Services Provided by LCPR – Only the personnel necessary to the normal operation of LCPR’s pool (ex. Lifeguards) will be furnished by LCPR. All tables and chairs owned by LCPR will be set up and taken down by LCPR. LCPR will provide tables and chairs up to the inventory stored at the pool (LCPR only has two tables and limited chairs. Lessee will need to plan for additional tables and chairs if need be.) The lessee will be required to remove and dispose of all cups, plates, table coverings, decorations, and food, etc., to include floor from all areas rented into trash receptacles. LCPR will remove and dump trash receptacles.

General Pool Rules/Information - (It’s your responsibility to educate your guests prior to party.)

- Children 5 years old and under MUST be accompanied in the water by an Adult (18 years or older).
- All patrons must shower before entering the pool. No exceptions!
- All patrons should wear swim attire! Swim shirts/water resistant shirts are allowed, but no other type of shirt will be allowed! Athletic shorts that are lined and have a drawstring and hem in leg will be allowed. Shorts must stay at waist level. No cotton shorts or shirts.
- Pool floats, noodles, water wings, etc. are NOT allowed. Children that cannot swim will be required to wear a lifejacket.
- No running or horse playing in or around the pool or in the bathrooms.
- Children under 48” that cannot swim will be required to wear a life jacket and will swim in a designated area. If you have an adult that cannot swim, you may provide them with a lifejacket, however, it must fit properly. Patrons that cannot swim are not allowed in the deep end.
- All Patrons must pass a swim test to swim in the deep end.
- Do not hang on ropes or poles in pool.